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The Stalking Dead
Bacchanalia House
This ends here. It
ends with us. After
seeing the horrors
Strand inflicted in
the name of research,
I thought they
couldn't surprise me
anymore. I was wrong.
When we learn the
truth behind Doctor
Shepherd's
experiments, it
changes everything.
Armed with that
knowledge, we may
finally have a way to
end the Shifter

Initiative once and for
all. But even as we dig
up Strand's secrets and
prepare for our final
confrontation with
them, I'm keeping a
secret of my own. From
my pack, and even
worse... from my mates.
When they find out what
I've been hiding, will
I lose everything I've
been fighting for? Wolf
Claimed is the
thrilling conclusion to
The Last Shifter
series, a reverse harem
story intended for ages
18+. This book contains
strong language,
violence, sexual
situations, and a
fierce heroine who
doesn't have to choose
between her men.

Archangel's Heart Consort
of SecretsA Paranormal
Reverse Harem Novel
Sixth in the New York

Times bestselling
Chicagoland Vampires
series Turned into a
vampire against her will,
twenty-eight-year-old Merit
found her way into the dark
circle of Chicago's vampire
underground, where she
learned there was more to
supernaturals than met the
eye--and more
supernaturals than the
public ever imagined. And
not all the secrets she
learned were for
sharing--among humans or
inhumans. Now Merit is on
the hunt, charging across
the stark American
Midwest, tailing a rogue
supernatural intent on
stealing an ancient artifact
that could unleash
catastrophic evil on the
world. But Merit is also the
prey. An enemy of
Chicagoland is hunting her,
and he'll stop at nothing to
get the book for himself. No
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mercy allowed. No rules
apply. No lives spared. The
race is on.
Heart Thief Independently
Published
They call me the village spinster. I
rather enjoy it. Single and free to
dance with the witches under the
moonlight whenever I please-what
could be better than that? When
the day king shows up to take ten
changelings as his consorts, I'm
happy those selection days are
behind me. At least I thought they
were. But instead of ten young
females, King Solano chooses only
one. Me. Emma Druzy, sock
darner and 28-year-old spinster of
Moonhollow. He takes me to the
day realm, a world of sun and
beauty the likes of which I've never
imagined. Solano is far more than
he seems, his wit and his warmth
breaking down my walls. But
there's danger here, too, the sort
that creeps up on you despite the
bright light of day. And if I'm not
careful, I'll lose my heart to the day
king or my life to his enemies.
(Lily's note: Fae's Consort is a full-
length novel that is the first in a
completed duet. Mind the cliff.)
The Complete Series Ink Spark
Press
Learn how to write and publish in
the hottest new romance genre⋯
reverse harem! Reverse harem
books are hot in the charts right
now. The trope of one woman
having multiple male partners is
attracting. If you want to write
your own reverse harem story
and create the ultimate wish-
fulfillment story where a strong,
sassy heroine gets all the hot guys,
check out this guide by a six-
figure bestselling reverse harem
author. You’ll learn: - What
readers are looking for in their

next reverse harem read. - How to
write sizzling sex between multiple
partners. - Whether or not to
include MM in your reverse
harem novel. - A simple 7-step
method for plotting your book. -
How to build a successful reverse
harem series. - Popular tropes
reverse harem readers love. - Tips
to create a cover that grabs
eyeballs (not literally!) - Marketing
your novel to this growing
audience, and⋯ - How to build a
thriving long-term writing career!
Filled with tips and examples from
Steff’s own personal experience,
as well as references to popular
reverse harem novels, this book
will be your essential guide to this
hot new genre! (Steff Green writes
reverse harem and paranormal
romance under the name Steffanie
Holmes).
A Paranormal Noir Anthology
Rage Against The Manuscript
Every witch knows the rules:
Stick to your own kind. Never
reveal your powers to
outsiders. Take a consort from
the witching families or kiss
your magic good-bye forever.
For years I've been quiet,
obedient Rose Hallowell. I
accepted the man my
stepmother chose for me. But I
never stopped missing my
long-ago friends. Now we're
back on my childhood estate
to arrange my marriage. The
boys I grew up with? They're
still in town-and they haven't
forgotten me either. And damn
if they haven't grown up well.
They've got no magic, no
place in my life. But they're
charming and sweet and
infuriatingly hot, and I can't
seem to stay away. The more I
try to resist, the more secrets I

uncover about my family, my
betrothal, and everything I
thought was true about the
witching world. I've been lied
to. I've been betrayed. So to
claim my magic and my
happiness, I'll break every rule
there is-and then some. Don't
mess with this witch. Every
rose has thorns.
Bound to Gods
Independently Published
#1 New York Times
bestselling author P. C.
Cast turns the legend of
King Arthur on its head in
this Goddess Summoning
novel... After her car
plummets off a bridge,
Isabel, a world-weary
photojournalist, struggles
between life and death
when she's saved by the
Water Goddess—with one
tiny caveat: Isabel must
travel to another time to
seduce the legendary
Lancelot du Lac away
from Queen Guinevere.
The handsome knight is a
dream for any woman in
any century. Unfortunately
Isabel is the one who’s
seduced—by the soulful
eyes of the wise and soft-
spoken King Arthur. But
for Isabel, a deal is a deal.
Now, the King watches as
fate takes from him the
mysterious beauty he has
come to worship, knowing
all too well that any
interference on his part
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could destroy the kingdom
he loves.
Consort of Secrets Lea McKee
Three sexy-but-psycho
monsters. One fiery,
determined witch. And a high-
stakes heist about to go very
wrong I've made some pretty
questionable choices in the
name of my witchcraft-
dabbling in necromancy,
double-crossing vampires-but
summoning the dark goddess?
That was just plain stupid.
Now I'm in her debt, and
goddesses don't exactly do
payment plans. She wants the
blood of the dark fae warlord
of Midnight, a realm of exiles
where the sun never rises and
torture is a competitive sport.
It's a death trap only three
men have ever escaped--my
newly appointed escorts. Jax,
a terrifying demon whose icy
touch leaves me trembling in
more ways than one. Hudson,
a hulking, fiercely loyal shifter
hiding secrets so painful he
barely speaks. And Elian, a
cocky fae prick with eyes like
molten silver and a heart full of
vengeance-a heart that once
belonged to me. I'll do
anything to settle my debts
and get back home, even if it
means teaming up with my
infuriating ex and the other
sinfully hot psychos for the
most dangerous blood heist in
history. But when it comes to
the cruel fae warlord, not even
my monsters can protect me.
Especially when we discover
why the dark goddess really
sent us to Midnight.
Blood and Midnight
Penguin

Absolution. David had
given and received it. The
few short hours since he'd
emerged from the coma
had felt incredible. He'd
finally been free of the
guilt and pain, and for the
first time since Jonah's
death, he had felt truly
happy and optimistic about
the future. He'd survived
the transition into
immortality, had been
accepted into the clan,
and was about to marry
the most wonderful
woman on the face of the
planet, his true love mate,
his salvation, his
everything. What could
have possibly gone
wrong? Just about
everything. The last thing
David had expected when
he called home with the
happy news about his and
Sari's upcoming nuptials
was to find out that his
mother and her husband
were missing. He'd
already lost his brother
and father. Why was fate
so cruel to him? Hadn't he
suffered enough?
A Reverse Harem Paranormal
Romance Dark Valentine
Press
The last of her kind. Four hot
alpha mates. A legacy of
bloodshed. When Ren Landis
goes looking for excitement on
her 21st birthday, getting
kidnapped is a little more than

she bargained for. So is finding
out that shifters exist-and that
she's one too. As the last of the
dragon shifters, she's got a role
to fulfill: Take the alphas of the
four shifter groups as her
mates and unite all shifter kind.
No pressure, right? Too bad
Ren's fate isn't as simple as
getting it on with four scorching-
hot men. A group of rogues is
out for dragon shifter blood,
intent on finishing the
massacre they started years
ago. With deceitful fae and
murderous vampires thrown
into the mix, the paranormal
world is on the verge of
catastrophe. How can a girl
who's only known she's a
shifter for a week heal sixteen
years of chaos? *The Dragon
Shifter's Mates is a complete
steamy paranormal romance
series where the heroine
doesn't have to choose. Expect
sexy situations, intense action,
and a quartet of alluring wolf,
bear, jaguar, and eagle shifters
you'll wish you could make
your mates.* This box set
contains all four novels in the
series-Dragon's Guard,
Dragon's Tears, Dragon's
Desire, and Dragon's Fate-as
well as the Christmas novella,
Dragon's Joy.?
Archangel's Consort Ace
My entire life has been a
boring montage of skipping
stones, listening to lectures,
and waiting for my mother to
die. Now the wait is over. The
Queen of the Night Court has
been assassinated, and her
throne is mine to claim. But
not everyone at court wants
me to rule... To make matters
worse, my godsforsaken
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ancestors haven't graced me
with magic, and an ungraced
queen could never keep her
crown. The only solace I find is
in the arms of my four fae
warriors. Charming, devoted,
and maddeningly eager to
please
Consort of Fire Skyhorse
Publishing, Inc.
Betrayed. Not just by our
allies, but by the dark goddess
who sent me on this doomed
mission in the first place. Now,
my monsters and I are
prisoners of the dark fae
warlord, pawns in his endless
war games. But nothing in
Midnight is ever what it seems.
Not the warlord. Not our
enemies. And not the vile
magick humming beneath the
surface, calling to me in ways
I'm ashamed to admit to
anyone... Anyone but him. For
all his cruelty, my enemy might
be the only man who truly
understands the darkness
inside me. Because deep
down, he craves it as badly as
I do. And that-more than the
deadly creatures of the realm,
more than the thought of
losing the monsters I'm
already falling in love with-
terrifies me. Because the
longer I remain a prisoner of
Midnight, the more I'm starting
to feel like it isn't a prison at
all? but a home. One that
might actually be worth
fighting for.
Bloodborn Prince Penguin
“A wonderful, gripping mix
of passion, exotic, futuristic
settings, and edgy
suspense.”—Jayne Castle In
HeartMate, Robin D. Owens

swept us away to the planet
Celta, where psychic talents
are the key to life—and love!
Midwest Book Review
predicted that “readers will
want Ms. Owens to return to
Celta for more tales.” And
the prophesy has come
true—with Heart Thief… Ruis
Elder never asked for his
unusual trait—the ability to
neutralize others’ psychic
talent. Because of it, he has
always been hated in his
own homeland, destined to
roam the harsh planet alone.
But trouble finds him in front
of the ruling Council—and
face-to-face with the most
beautiful woman he has ever
seen. There’s only one
problem: Ailim is on the
opposite side of the bench…
Ailim has never before felt
such passion coursing
through her as she feels in
Ruis’s presence. And she
never thought she would—at
least not with a man so far
beneath her station, a man
who does not even have
psychic powers. But even on
the planet Celta, love is blind
to such details. Separately,
Ailim and Ruis must forgo
their old lives. But together,
they can take on the world…
Dark Secrets Absolved
Sourcebooks, Inc.
The gods walk among us.
And they just might steal
your soul... or your heart. I
thought I'd survived
everything life could throw
at me. All I wanted was to

keep my distance from the
criminals I work for and get
my little brother out of the
hell that is our mother's
house. Then I died and woke
up to four stunningly hot
gods telling me I'm now a
valkyrie. Sly, sharp Loki.
Jovial but ferocious Thor.
Dreamily compassionate
Baldur. Grim and secretive
Hod. They all have
something to teach me. And
around them, my walls start
to crack. But the gods didn't
summon me just for kicks.
Their king is missing, and
they need me to find him.
The first three valkyries they
sent on the job never made
it back. More power is
awakening in me than I
could ever have
imagined--and the gods'
enemies are more devious
than even they knew. It's
going to take every trick in
the book for me to save
myself, my brother, and
these divine men who're
getting under my skin in the
most alluring way. I'm Aria
Watson, and Valhalla ain't
seen nothing yet.
Claimed by Night Dannika
Dark
The entire Witches of
Cleopatra Hill paranormal
romance saga, now
available in one super-sized
boxed set! This set includes
the complete text of all
fourteen books (11 full-
length novels + 3 novellas)
— more than a million words!
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DARKANGEL The future
head witch of her clan,
Angela McAllister must bond
with her consort during her
twenty-first year, but her
dreams are haunted by a
man she’s never seen. She
faces a hard choice: give up
her dreams of the man she
may never meet, or leave
her clan at the mercy of
those who seek their ruin.
DARKNIGHT Forced to re-
evaluate everything she’s
ever known about the Wilcox
witches, Angela begins to
explore the powerful
connection that binds her to
Connor Wilcox, despite the
generations of hostility
between their families and
the disapproval of those
closest to her. DARKMOON
One hundred and fifty years
ago, a terrible curse
descended on the Wilcox
clan, dooming generations of
women to an early death
should they bear a child to
the bloodline of Jeremiah
Wilcox. Now Angela
McAllister is carrying Connor
Wilcox’s child, and if she
can’t find a way to break the
curse, that same doom will
fall upon her….
SYMPATHETIC MAGIC
Warlock "Lucky" Lucas
Wilcox has a gift that
ensures his success in all
things, but his magic fails
him completely when it
comes to sexy Margot
Emory, the vibrant “elder” of
the McAllister witch clan. A

CLEOPATRA HILL
CHRISTMAS Connor and
Angela Wilcox return to
Angela's hometown of
Jerome, Arizona, to spend
the holiday with the
McAllister witch clan and
attend Lucas Wilcox's and
Margot Emory's wedding.
But problems arise as they
try to juggle new
parenthood, interfering
relatives, and romantic
complications in this
lighthearted holiday novella.
PROTECTOR Caitlin
McAllister has been keeping
a secret. While her clan
suffers for lack of a seer,
she’s been hiding her gift of
second sight—hiding and
running away from a destiny
she does not want and has
done her best to escape.
Unfortunately, she finds that
keeping secrets carries its
own price when she and two
of her friends end up in the
hands of three evil warlocks
who seem intent on using
the young witches for their
own dark purposes.
SPELLBOUND Damaged
and desperate, Danica
Wilcox searches for
sanctuary and peace of mind
after enduring vile and brutal
treatment by the dark
warlock Matías Escobar.
Hoping for safe haven at an
old summer cabin owned by
the Wilcox witch clan for
more than a hundred years
seems to be her safest
option. But when her

rejuvenating R&R is
interrupted by a ghostly
visitor, Danica sets out to
solve the mystery of his
death. THE
ARRANGEMENT Jeremiah
Wilcox's wife died cursing
him and all the sons of his
line. Struggling with his
solitary existence, Jeremiah
has spent the days since her
death ensuring his family
prospers…even while wishing
for what he knows he'll never
have. IMPRACTICAL
MAGIC Still struggling to
deal with the brutal murder
of her younger sister at the
hands of a dark warlock,
Jenny McAllister is going
through the motions, doing
her best to pick up the
pieces and move on with her
life. Meeting Colin Campbell
at a family event changes
everything…. STRANGE
MAGIC Life for Zoe
Sandoval, the future prima of
the de la Paz witch clan, is
not going as planned. As if
being almost kidnapped by a
dark warlock wasn't bad
enough, Zoe’s struggling
with her birthday closing in —
and she still hasn’t found
her destined soulmate.
Frustrated and at the end of
her rope, Zoe takes matters
into her own hands, using
her magical gifts to conjure
the perfect man of her
dreams. DEFENDER The
last thing Detective Jack
Sandoval needs is another
witch-related crime to sweep
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under the rug. As the de la
Paz witch clan’s expert in
defensive magic, Jack
knows there is some deeper
form of ritual dark magic
involved…and one look into
the beautiful, stricken face of
the victim’s widow tells him
she isn’t the culprit. BAD
BLOOD As she journeys
from Scotland to Arizona to
wed her dull-as-dishwater
betrothed, Hannah
McAllister encounters a
handsome, compelling
warlock, Nathan Wilcox. A
walk in Central Park, a kiss,
and the die is cast for love,
betrayal, and a spell whose
impact will reverberate for
generations to come… DEEP
MAGIC Hayley McAllister
has a rare gift that an evil
warlock covets for his own.
Levi would give every last
drop of his high-octane
magic to save her…but it
might cost him his life.
DARKTIDE When Angela
and Connor try to find out
who — or what — killed a de la
Paz clan member private
investigator, they realize the
clans are being set up for
destruction. The clans must
unite and learn to control
dangerous new powers to
defeat their deadliest
enemy…once and for all.
witch, warlock, witch clan,
magic, spell, enchantment,
soul mate, psychic, demon,
devil, angel, black magic,
Arizona, Jerome
Writing Reverse Harem for

Fun and Money Ink Spark
Press
Supernatural P.I. Aster
Night is closing in on a killer,
but soon finds herself
caught in the cross fire of
some pitch black magic.
Demon magic. The only way
to save herself--and the
world--is to catch the killer
before he strikes again.
She's going to need every
bit of magical help she can
get...including the
assistance of her three drop-
dead sexy new boyfriends.
Together, she, Rake,
Damon, and Finn are a
force to be reckoned with.
Every time they touch,
power and passion flare in
equal measure. The power,
she needs. The passion, is
a distraction she can't
afford. But when the
ultimate darkness threatens
the four fated mates, love
may be the only magic
strong enough to save
them. *This WHITE HOT
reverse harem paranormal
romance series is intended
for readers 18 and over.
This is a true reverse harem
featuring one woman and
her fated mates.*
Wolf Freed Ink Spark Press
Enter New York Times
bestselling author Nalini
Singh’s darkly beautiful
world of archangels and
immortal power, as a pact is
sealed between two souls
bound by blood, stirred by
desire, and driven by

vengeance… With wings of
midnight and an affinity for
shadows, Jason courts
darkness. But now, with the
Archangel Neha’s consort
lying murdered in the jewel-
studded palace that was his
prison and her rage
threatening cataclysmic
devastation, Jason steps
into the light, knowing he
must unearth the murderer
before it is too late. Earning
Neha’s trust comes at a
price—Jason must tie himself
to her bloodline through the
Princess Mahiya, a woman
with secrets so dangerous,
she trusts no one. Least of
all an enemy spymaster.
With only their relentless
hunt for a violent, intelligent
killer to unite them, Jason
and Mahiya embark on a
quest that leads to a
centuries-old nightmare…
and to the dark storm of an
unexpected passion that
threatens to drench them
both in blood.
Deathtrap (Crossbreed Series:
Book 3) Orbit Books
I never expected to see a
mage battle on national
TV.When the ley lines--the
orderly rivers of magical
energy that circle the
globe--went wild, chaos
ensued. Magic hid in the
shadows for hundreds of
years, but then a secret order
took control of one of the
world's largest religions. Their
goal is to rule the world, and
the first step is to control the
ley lines and magic users.I
didn't escape the Illuminati just
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to become a slave to the
Knights Magica. If they want
me, they're going to have a
fight on their hands.
WWW.WEBNOVEL.COM
(Cloudary Holdings Limited)
As a bloodborn Nephilim,
Vincent's power of
seduction can compel
beings to spill their secrets,
but he seeks to know the
mysteries of only one man's
soul-those of his protector,
Henri.With the grief of his
lover's fate still fresh, Henri
resists Vincent's amorous
advances. Even as the bond
between them intensifies,
and his self-control falters,
Henri won't risk losing his
beloved again.When Henri
takes Vincent as his demon-
hunting apprentice, their
combined abilities uncover
corruption amongst the
gods. Tempers flare and
loyalties are tested as the
lies meant to protect
become the same ones that
ensnare.And with divine
forces attempting to coerce
him at every turn, Henri
must distinguish ally from
enemy, and truth from
deceit if he hopes to protect
his bloodborn
prince.Bloodborn Prince is
the second installment of
the Mortal and Divine
trilogy. Blood crimes and
betrayal abound.
Their Dark Valkyrie Ink
Spark Press
In the last few months, I've
faced more danger with the

five men I'm not supposed to
love than most people
encounter in a lifetime. And
it's not over yet. Our
enemies have unleashed a
threat greater than anyone in
witching society could have
believed possible. How do I
fight back when we're up
against forces that could
destroy our entire world? I
wasn't prepared for this. But
the monsters we're taking on
are about to find out that
Rose Hallowell doesn't give
up. Even if it means asking
more of my consorts than I
hoped I'd ever need to. I
have to believe we can
come through the darkness
into the light. All I know for
sure is there's no turning
back now.
Goddess of Legend
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
One minute I was a courier for
criminals, making ends meet
so I could take care of my little
brother. The next, four
stunningly hot Norse gods had
brought me back from the
dead with wings sprouting
from my back and a whole set
of valkyrie powers. I guess
that's just how life goes
sometimes. Too bad our
victory over our supernatural
enemies turned out to be a
farce. The divine home I
thought I'd receive is a trap
instead. A trap that's slowly
closing in on us, dredging up
every painful moment from our
pasts. Can I trust these
tempting godly men now that
I've seen how many secrets

they've kept from me? And
what am I going to do if I have
to face my own darkest horrors
all over again? I'd better figure
that out fast. Because I'm Aria
Watson, and I will not be
broken.
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